
2LITEQUICKIE®

Everything you love about
the Quickie 2 in a lightweight,
simple package.

IT’S SIMPLE, NOTHING BEATS A QUICKIE
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Nothing Beats a Quickie™

Our design teams thoroughly analyze the market and begin the design process by recognizing and responding
to user needs. In development, we consider how the body interacts with the chair and how the two can work
as one to maintain maximum efficiency, performance, style and fit for every user. At Quickie, the product undergoes
rigorous testing in addition to the required testing necessary for federal guidelines. Through our focus on these
core elements, we design highly intelligent wheelchairs that confidently receive the users’ stamp of approval.

PERFORMANCE
Ultra lightweight:
Overall Weight: 27 lbs
(Fully loaded, No asterisks here!)

Q-FitTM Technology:
Achieve noise reduction via the Q-Fit technology. Q-Fit
technology ensures a tight fit between components,
thereby reducing the rattles that typically accompany a
wheelchair. The padded swing-away armrest and the
plastic sideguard both feature living spring receivers
that are virtually wiggle-free.

Footrests:
The footrest extension features anti-rotation receivers and
a pressure-lock clamp that can withstand up to 1000 psi.

FIT
Modularity:

Using the same guiding principles as the industry
leading Quickie 2, the Quickie 2 Lite offers a highly-
adjustable modular frame. If the chair needs to be
expanded or lengthened, only select components
need to be replaced, not the entire chair.

Quickie’s True Fit Program:
Standard with every chair order, the original owner is
entitled to one free growth kit within the first 5 years of
chair ownership. Growing a chair is as simple as a call
to customer service.

STYLE
Curb appeal:
The rounded rear frame, reduced side profile,
Q-gusset, redesigned front caster housing and
footplate give the Q2 Lite a smooth, contoured,
and natural feel.

Color options:
Through our exclusive relationship with KolorfusionTM,
we have added 2 new colors to the Kolorfusion color
palette. Check out our new Visual Option Guide on
the website to find out what the new colors are!

Redesigned Caster Housing

Quickie 2 Lite Fixed Front

Modular Frame
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